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ABSTRACT
Dynamic taint analysis assigns taint labels to sensitive data and
tracks the propagation of such tainted data during program exe-
cution. This program analysis technique has been implemented
in various analysis platforms targeting specific programming lan-
guages or program representations and has been applied to diverse
fields such as software security and debugging. While some of these
platforms support customization of their taint analysis, such cus-
tomization is typically limited to certain analysis properties or to
predefined options. This limitation can require analysis developers
to modify the analysis platform in order to adapt other analysis
properties or to implement new taint analysis applications.

We designed label-defined dynamic taint analysis as a new ap-
proach to specifying a dynamic taint analysis in terms of taint
labels. This approach enables an analysis platform to allow analysis
developers to adapt arbitrary analysis properties without modify-
ing the platform itself. We implemented our approach in Truffle-
Taint, a GraalVM-based dynamic taint analysis platform targeting
multiple programming languages. Our prototype supports imple-
menting taint analyses in multiple programming languages and
further provides tooling support for analysis development. In this
tool demonstration we will present the capabilities of our prototype
and demonstrate the implementation of label-defined dynamic taint
analyses with common adaptations to various analysis properties.
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1 ADAPTABLE POLYGLOT DYNAMIC TAINT
ANALYSIS USING TRUFFLETAINT

A dynamic taint analysis [3] is characterized by (1) its selection
of taint sources, (2) the information contained in the taint labels it
attaches to data that originates from these sources, (3) the propaga-
tion semantics defining when and which taint labels are transferred
to data derived from tainted data, (4) its selection of taint sinks, and
(5) which actions it sets when a tainted value flows into a taint sink.

We designed label-defined dynamic taint analysis [2], a language-
agnostic approach to specify all these taint analysis properties in
terms of taint labels. In our approach, taint labels are arbitrary
objects that implement a special taint label interface. At run time,
whenever a tainted value is accessed by an operation, the anal-
ysis platform calls methods of this interface on the value’s taint
label with additional information about the access as arguments.
Analysis developers can implement these methods to affect the
particular label’s propagation semantics, to detect whether the op-
eration accessing the value constitutes a taint sink, and, if so, to
perform arbitrary actions. Implicit labels are special taint labels in
our approach that can be implemented to be attached to the return
values of all executed operations and to perform arbitrary actions
before or after a particular operation is executed. While the use of
implicit labels is optional, they enable analysis developers both to
implement arbitrary taint sources and to support taint propagation
over data flows that arise from control flow. Our approach further
enables composition and instrumentation of taint analyses without
requiring modifications to the analysis platform for these purposes.

Our prototype implementation in TruffleTaint supports label-
defined dynamic taint analyses targeting multiple programming
languages. While taint labels for TruffleTaint are generally im-
plemented in Java, we also implemented a special one that uses
GraalVM’s polyglot capabilities to delegate calls of taint label meth-
ods to a taint label implemented in an arbitrary GraalVM-based,
object-oriented programming language. We integrated TruffleTaint
with GraalVM’s language-agnostic debugger [1] to aid development
of such polyglot taint analyses. We further implemented taint labels
which employ method delegation similar to the polyglot label to
collect metadata useful for analysis development about an arbitrary
other label-defined taint analysis.
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2 TOOL DEMONSTRATION
In this tool demonstration we will show how to implement label-
defined dynamic taint analyses and how to run them on TruffleTaint.
Using a simple example program implemented in a combination of
C and JavaScript, we will introduce the core concepts of dynamic
taint analysis and demonstrate TruffleTaint’s ability to propagate
taint in both the program’s two implementation languages and
across the language boundary. In live coding we will then imple-
ment a label-defined dynamic taint analysis and discuss technical
aspects of TruffleTaint. We will show how the methods of our taint
label interface are invoked by the analysis platform and how they
can be implemented to adapt the various properties that charac-
terize a dynamic taint analysis. We will also implement common
adaptations to these properties. Moreover, we will show how dele-
gation of taint propagation decisions to a wrapped analysis enables
both the implementation of configurable dynamic taint analysis ap-
plications and the instrumentation of other taint analyses to gather
insights on their propagation. We will demonstrate as well that
the same approach enables TruffleTaint to support implementing
label-defined dynamic taint analyses in arbitrary object-oriented
programming languages. During live coding we will also showcase
TruffleTaint’s integration with GraalVM’s debugging infrastruc-
ture. We will further present additional tooling infrastructure we
implemented that is specific to taint analysis development. The

demonstration is expected to last about 45 minutes, not accounting
for questions and discussion with the audience.
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